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Critical and oscillatory behavior of a dimer-monomer catalyzed reaction process
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A lattice-gas model for the catalyzed reactionA1(1/2)B2→AB is studied. The model assumes that the
catalyst’s surface undergoes reactant-induced reversible phase transitions between stable and reconstructed
phases, in the low and highA-coverage limits, respectively. The model exhibits a reversible transition between
a regime of high reactivity and a state where reactivity is almost negligible. The structural transitions of the
surface coupled with reactant coverages causes an oscillatory behavior in the high-reactivity regime of the
reaction.@S1063-651X~98!03106-7#

PACS number~s!: 82.65.Jv, 05.50.1q, 05.70.Jk, 64.60.Ak
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Since the early work of Ziff, Gulari, and Barshad@1#, the
interest in lattice-gas reaction systems has experienced a
matic growth; see, e.g.,@2,3# for recent reviews. Simple
models aimed to account for relevant features of actual re
tion systems such as the catalytic oxidation of CO@1,4#, the
reaction of CO and NO@5#, and the oxidation of hydrogen
@6#, among others@2,3#, have been studied extensively due
their rich and complex behavior, which includes irreversib
phase transitions~IPT’s!, bistability, propagation of chemica
waves, and chaos@1–6#.

The purpose of this work is to propose and study a dim
monomer model @namely, the dimer-monomer reactio
~DMR! model# that includes adsorbate-induced surface
constructions, as well as diffusion and desorption ofA spe-
cies. While the DMR is not intended to thoroughly descri
any actual catalytic process, it may be considered as a
stantial improvement of the early Ziff-Gulari-Barshad~ZGB!
model and related lattice-gas models investigated previo
@1–4#.

The ZGB model@1# assumes a Langmuir-Hinshelwoo
mechanism, i.e.,

~1!

~2!

~3!

whereS is an empty site on the surface and (a) and (g) refer
to the adsorbed and gas phases, respectively. Adsorptio
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A and B2 species is very fast, i.e.,kAad5` and kBad5`,
respectively, while desorption of both reactants is negligib
i.e.,kAde5kBde50. Also, the reaction is very fastkR5`, but
readsorption and dissociation of the product is negligi
kD50. The relative impingement rates ofA andB2 species,
which are proportional to their partial pressures, are norm
ized (YA1YB51), so the model has a single paramet
namely,YA . For more details on the ZGB model see, e.
@1,3#. The ZGB model is a rough approach to the cataly
oxidation of carbon monoxide, i.e.,A is CO, B2 is O2, and
AB is CO2. In fact, the main shortcomings of the ZG
model can be summarized as follows.~a! In the lowYA limit,
the model predicts the existence of an absorbing phase w
the surface becomes fully covered byB species. This phase
is not observed in actual experiments@7#. ~b! Within the
medium range ofYA , the ZGB model has a reactive pha
with AB production ~see, e.g., Fig. 1!. A smooth IPT be-
tween the reactive state and theB absorbing phase is pre
dicted. However, such second-order IPT’s, which are v
well understood@8#, have never been observed in actual s
tems. ~c! In the high YA limit the ZGB model predicts a
surface poisoned state withA species that is not observed
actual experiments due to the desorption of CO@7#. Also, an
abrupt IPT between the reactive state and theA poisoned one
is predicted~see Fig. 1!. Actual experiments also show a
abrupt decrease in the rate of CO2 production at a certain
critical pressure; however, the observed transition is rev
ible due to CO desorption@7#. ~d! While diffusion and de-
sorption of oxygen can be neglected@9,10#, this is not the
case of CO, because such molecules exhibit high sur
mobility and appreciable desorption@7,9,10#. ~e! The oscil-
latory behavior of the reactants and the product is very w
documented~see, e.g.,@9–11#!, but is not accounted for
within the framework of the ZGB model.

The oxidation of CO on Pt surfaces exhibits oscillato
behavior, within a restricted range of pressures and temp
tures. Such oscillations are coupled with adsorbate-indu
surface phase transitions~AISPT’s! @9,10#. In their clean
states the reconstructed surfaces of some crystallogra
planes, e.g., Pt~100! and Pt~110!, are thermodynamically
stable. However, the reconstruction can be lifted by adsor
species such as CO, NO, and O2. So the atoms of the top
most layer move back into their 131 positions. The AISPT
6840 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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between the reconstructed and the 131 phases is reversibl
and it can be driven by critical adsorbate coverages. Fo
detailed discussion of the nature of the AISPT’s see@9,10#.
On Pt surfaces the O2 sticking coefficient (SO2

) is highly
structure dependent, and since the oscillations occur w

FIG. 1. Plots of the rate ofAB production (RAB) versusYA .
The results of the ZGB model are denoted byd. The results of the
DMR model are obtained withLp53 LU, PDe50.01, andKDi

50 (s), KDi51 (.), andKDi510 (,), respectively.
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oxygen adsorption is rate limiting, the catalytic activity
thus periodically modulated by the AISPT’s. On Pt~100!, one
hasSO2

>0.1 on the 131 phase, while a drastic decrease
about two to three orders of magnitude is observed for
reconstructed phase. Then a single oscillatory cycle can
described as follows~see the schema below! @9#:

FIG. 2. Plots ofuB versus time, measured in MCTS’s, for th
DMR model withL5528 LU, Lp58 LU, PDe50.01, and the val-
ues ofKDi indicated in the figure. Plots corresponding toKDi510
andKDi5100 have been shifted up by 0.20 and 0.40 for the sak
clarity, respectively.
CO coverage Surface structure O2 adsorption Catalytic activity
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It should be noted that, recently, a different mechanism
the occurrence of oscillations has been proposed@12#.

The DMR model is formulated on a square lattice of s
L, measured in lattice units~LU!, which represents the cata
lytic surface. We first describe the model that assumes
global reconstruction of the surface. Letu1A andu2A be the
critical coverages at which the AISPT’s take place andS1B2

andS2B2
the corresponding sticking probabilities ofB2 spe-

cies. The Monte Carlo algorithm for the simulation is
follows. ~i! A or B2 molecules are selected randomly wi
relative probabilitiesYA andYB512YA , respectively. If the
selected species isA, one surface site is selected at rando
if that site is vacant,A is adsorbed on it@Eq. ~1!#. Otherwise,
if that site is occupied, the trial ends and a new molecule
selected. If the selected species isB2, a pair of nearest-
neighbor sites is selected at random. Only if they are b
vacant adsorption proceeds according to Eq.~2!, but with
probabilitiesS1B2

or S2B2
depending on the local structure o

the surface.~ii ! After each adsorption event, the neare
r

e

;
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-

neighbor sites of the added molecule are examined in o
to account for the reaction given by Eq.~3!. If more than one
@B(a),A(a)# pair is identified, a single one is selected
random and removed from the surface. Also, it is assum
that A desorption proceeds with probabilityPDe , while the
rate ofA diffusion relative to the total rate of adsorption
given byKDi .

In order to account forlocal reconstructionsof the sur-
face, the lattice of sizeL3L is due to the addition of smal
patches of sizeLp3Lp , such asL5nLp , where n is an
integer withn@1. Each atom of a dimer can adsorb on a
jacent patches and also neighboringA and B species ad-
sorbed on different patches are allowed to react. The rec
struction of the individual patches are now triggered by lo
coverages ofA species. It should be noted that other react
models including AISPT’s have also been proposed@13#.

The Monte Carlo time step~MCTS! involves L2 trials.
The first 104 MCTS’s are disregarded and then the sub
quent 83104 MCTS’s are used to compute stationary qua
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tities, i.e., the coverages withA andB species given byuA

and uB , and the rate ofAB productionRAB , respectively.
Simulations are performed assumingS1B2

51.0 , S2B2
50.0,

u1A50.10, andu2A50.485. It is found that variations o
these parameters cause only qualitative changes in the
sults. Most simulations are performed with lattices of s
L5258 LU ~close to critical thresholdsL5516 LU are also
used! and patches of sideLp53 LU.

Figure 1 shows plots ofRAB vs YA for both the ZGB and
the DMR models. The ZGB model exhibits IPT’s betwe
the reactive regime and poisoned states at the critical po
Y1A>0.3905 andY2A>0.525. Such IPT’s are of second an
first order, respectively. In contrast, for the DMR model, t
introduction of AISPT’s inhibits theB poisoned state. Also
this model shows a transition from the reactive regime to
almostA poisoned state. Such a transition is reversible du

FIG. 3. Plots of~a! the percolation probability~PP! and ~b! the
susceptibilityx, versusYA , for the DMR model withLp53 LU
and PDe50.01. The plots of the left~right! correspond toKDi50
(KDi510), respectively.d and , are the PP’s of patches of th
nonreconstructed surface, while. andh are the PP’s of patches o
the reconstructed surface.
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A desorption, as previously pointed out@14#, also in agree-
ment with experiments@7#. The transition is rounded-of
when A diffusion is neglected (KDi50) and it takes place
close to Y2A>0.34660.002. However, transitions becom
abrupt for KDi>1 ~see Fig. 1!, taking place close toY2A
>0.349560.0005 and Y2A>0.443 8560.000 15 for KDi
51 andKDi510, respectively. ForKDi50, the patches of
the surface are almost uncorrelated, except for adsorp
and reaction events at the boundary between neighbo
patches. So the output of the product is due to the contr
tion of many independent regions of the surface, which m
be in different reconstructed phases and consequently
averaged value ofRAB is smoothed close to the transition
This behavior is no longer observed whenA diffusion intro-
duces long-range correlations and the state of the sur
becomes more homogeneous on a global scale. These s
ments are supported by plots of the time dependence ouB
shown in Fig. 2 (uA andRAB exhibit similar behavior!. For
KDi50, the uncorrelated contribution of the patches give
strongly irregular ‘‘oscillatory’’ behavior. ForKDi510, the
pattern becomes clearly oscillatory, but both the amplitu
and the period of the oscillation remain irregular. ForKDi
5100, due to the high mobility ofA species, the oscillatory
behavior is quite regular, suggesting the cooperative beh
ior of the patches on a global scale. In this case, results
similar to those of the DMR model with global reconstru
tion. These findings are also in qualitative agreement w
experiments@9–11#.

From the theoretical questions of view, however, so
interesting points remain unanswered and would merit f
ther investigation, e.g., will globally coherent oscillation
persist in the thermodynamic limit withKDi finite or will the
reaction proceed essentially independent in widely separ
regions. We expect that a finite-size analysis, using lar
lattices ~beyond our capability, i.e.,L5256 and 518 LU!,
would be useful to clarify this topic. This subject is als

FIG. 4. Plots of the cluster size distribution@D(s) versuss# for
the DMR model withLp53 LU, PDe50.01, andKDi510. d and
. correspond to clusters of patches of the nonreconstructed
reconstructed surfaces measured at criticality, respectively.h and
, correspond to clusters of patches of the nonreconstructed
reconstructed surfaces measured off criticality, respectively.
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related to the possible propagation of chemical waves
experimentally observed@9,10#. Also, the study of the powe
spectra for long-time series would provide valuable inform
tion on the oscillatory regime@15#.

Based on analogies between the oxidation of CO an
forest-fire model with spontaneous lightning@16#, it has been
conjectured@17# that the surface of the catalyst may be in
self-organized-critical~SOC! @18# state in the sense that on
may expect clusters of patches, in the same reconstru
state, spanning over all sizes, i.e., extended over all len
scales. So relevant properties of clusters formed by neigh
ing patches at the same reconstructed state have been e
ated. Figure 3~a! shows of the probability of a cluster spa
ning the whole lattice, i.e., the so-called percolati
probability ~PP! @19#, vs YA . Clusters of both types of re
constructed surfaces pass through critical edges where th
changes from 1 to 0 and vice versa. The existence of th
critical points is also well documented in Fig. 3~b!, which
shows plots of the fluctuations of clusters sizes, i.e., the
called susceptibility in the terminology of percolation theo
and magnetic critical phenomena@19#. The critical percola-
tion edges are close toYA>0.32460.001 andYA>0.3336
60.001 for KDi51 for the unreconstructed and stab
phases, respectively. These figures are shifted towardsYA
>0.44260.001 andYA>0.443560.0002 for KDi510, re-
spectively. So the results shown in Fig. 3 suggest that c
cality may occur only for certain critical values of the exte
nal parameterYA , in contrast to the SOC hypothesis, whic
requires scale invariance independently of any extern
tunable parameter@18#. The cluster size distributionD(s)
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has also been evaluated, whereD(s) gives the normalized
number of clusters of sizes disregarding the biggest cluste
@19#. Figure 4 shows that scale invariance is observed onl
the critical thresholds determined earlier~see Fig. 3!. Figure
4 also suggests the validity of the standard power-law beh
ior D(s)}s2t, which holds at criticality@19#, wheret is an
exponent. Results forKDi51, 10, and 100 are consisten
with t.2.0460.03. Furthermore, plots of the cluster radii
gyration versus cluster size~not shown here for the sake o
space! are consistent with fractal clusters of dimensionDF

.1.9060.03. These figures are in agreement with the ex
nents of standard percolation in two dimensions, which
exactly known @19#, namely, t5187/91>2.055 and
DF591/48>1.895 @20#, suggesting that clusters of patch
at the critical edges are percolating clusters.

Summing up, a dimer-monomer lattice-gas react
model that generalizes the well-known ZGB model, in ord
to account for AISPT’s in the structure of the catalyst,
well as surface diffusion and desorption ofA species, is in-
troduced and studied. The results obtained have many po
of qualitative agreement with the experimentally observ
behavior of the catalytic oxidation of CO. It is suggested th
the model exhibits self-organized collective behavior, bu
cannot be claimed to be SOC.
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